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"A work of supreme importance to students of botany and to horticulturists."

Now ready, Part I, pp. 728, quarto. Price to subscribers

who take the whole work, Two Guineas, net.

The wor 1* will be completed in four parts, which will he issued to subscribers at

Eight Guineas; and the price will be raised on publication.

Subscriptions will be received up till the publication of Part IV.

Parti (AA—Dendrobium) now ready, 4to, price to subscribers w!io take the whole
work, £2 2s net, being £8, 8s for the four parts.

INDEX KEWENSIS
PLANTARUM PHANEROGAMARUM NOMINA ET SYNONIMA
OMNIUM GENERUM ET SPECIERUM A LINNAEO USQUE

AD ANNUM MDCCCLXXXV COMPLECTENS NOMINE
REOEPTO AUCTORE PATRIA UN1CUIQUE

PLANTAE SUBJECTIS

SUMPTIBUS

BEATI CAROLI ROBERTI DARWIN

DUCTU ET CONSILIO

JOSEPHI D. HOOKER

CONFECIT

B. D. JACKSON

The printing of Part II is well advanced, and the completion

of the whole work may be expected during 1894.

The following communication from Sir Joseph Hooker, F.R.S., etc., etc., explains

the origin, plan and purpose of this important and comprehensive undertaking:

"Shortly before his death Mr. Darwin informed me of his intention to devote a

considerable sum in aid or furtherance of some work of utility to biological science; and
to provide for its completion, should this not be nccomplished during his lifetime. He
also iiformed me that the difficulties he had experienced in accurately designating the
many plants which he had ntudied, and ascertaining their native countries, had sug-
gested to him the compilation of an Index to the Names and Authorities of all
known Flowering Plants and their Countries, as a work of supreme importance to
students of systematic and geographical botany and to horticulturists, as a fitting object
of the fulfilment of his intentions

"I have only to add that, at his request, I undertook to direct and supervise such a
work; and that it is being carried out at the herbarium of the royal gardens, Kew. with
the aid of the staff of that establishment." JOS. D. H JOKER.

London: Henry Froude, Clarendon Press Warehouse, Amen
Corner, E.C.
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NEW MEXICO, INCLUDING CALIFORNIA

I A curious work of over a thousand pages, bearing the comprehensive title of

"A New Geographical, Historical and Commercial Grammar; and Present State of the

Several Kingdoms of the World,'' by WilJiam Guthrie, London, 1808, has come into

the writer's possession. The account of California, it is thought, will be found a

pleasing preface to our present knowledge of the " Golden State," and is reproduced
in the following:]

Situation and Extent.—Length 2000 miles, between the

94th and 126th degrees west longitude; breadth 1400 miles,

between the 33d and 43d degrees north latitude; 600,000 square

miles.

Boundaries.—Bounded by unknown lands on the north; by

Louisiana on the east; by Old Mexico and the Pacific Ocean on

the south; and by the same ocean on the west.

DIVISIONS SUBDIVISIONS CHIEF TOWNS

Northeast division New Mexico proper \

a c

,
' Jr r

I 104, n. lat 36.

Southeast division Apacheira St. Antonio

South division Sonora Tuape
Western division California, a peninsula St. Juan

Climate, Soil.—These countries, lying for the most part

within the temperate zone, have a climate in many places

extremely agreeable, and a soil productive of everything either

for profit or delight. In California, however, the heat is great

in summer, particularly towards the sea coast; but in the inland

country the climate is more temperate, and even cold.

Face of the Country, Produce.—The natural history of

these countries is as yet in its infancy. The Spaniards them-

selves know little of them, and the little they know they are

unwilling to communicate. It is certain, however, that in gen-

eral the provinces of New Mexico and California are extremely

beautiful and pleasant; the face of the country is agreeably varied

with plains, intersected by rivers, and adorned with gentle
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eminences covered with various kinds of trees, some producing

excellent fruit. With respect to the value of the gold mines in

these countries nothing positive can be asserted. Their natural

productions are undoubtedly sufficient to render them advan-

tageous colonies to an3' but the Spaniards. In California there

falls in the morning a great quantity of dew, which, settling on

the rose leaves, candies and becomes hard like manna, having all

the sweetness of refined sugar without its whiteness. There is

also another very singular production: in the heart of the coun-

try there are plains of salt, quite firm, and clear as crystal;

which, considering the vast quantities of fish found on the coasts,

might render it an invaluable acquisition to any industrious

nation

.

Inhabitants, Government.—The Spanish settlements here

are very weak; though they are increasing ever)/ day, in pro-

portion as new mines are discovered. The inhabitants are

chiefly Indians, whom the Spanish missionaries have in many
places brought over to Christianity, to a civilized life, and to

raise corn and wine, which they now export pretty largely to

Old Mexico. The inhabitants and government here do not

materially differ from those of Old Mexico.

History.—California was discovered by Cortez, the great

conqueror of Mexico. Our famous navigator, Sir Francis Drake,

took possession of it in 1578, and his right was confirmed by the

principal king or chief in the whole country. This title, how-

ever, the government of Great Britain have not hitherto

attempted to vindicate, though California is admirably situate

for trade, and on its coast has a pearl fishery of great value.

IN BAJA CALIFORNIA.

By the Santa Maria I found myself the 27th of April, 1886.

El Rosario mission, Baja California, was distant some eighty

miles to the south, and the San Fernando mission still sixty

miles beyond— and that was my ostensible objective point. A
little sauzal (grove of willows) surrounded the rather dilapidated

ranch buildings, situated twelve miles or so from the salt mines

of San Quintin bay.

The Santa Maria valley was broad and sandy, covered with a

dense, almost impenetrable growth of mock willows and
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the graceful Pluchea borealis. A broad sandy arroyo led up to

the foothills and thence into the very breast of the Sierra San
Pedro de Martir (St. Peter the Martyr), which annually brought

down tons of sand and gravel and boulders from that mysterious

peak. Packing our blankets and some provisions on our horses,

I and my assistant ventured into the narrow canyon, but found

the intervening " three miles " a full dozen before we entered

the defile.

For a mile or two we plodded through the deep sand, bounded
on either hand by impregnable cliffs or barren, gravelly slopes,

with only now and then a side oasis, or rather delta, where some
side canyon contributed its quota of detritus. On these deltas

we were pleased to find the beautiful blue palm (Krythea armata)

thriving, loaded with clusters of its edible fruit — at that time

hard and green.

One or two large clusters of the Californian, Rhus laurina,

and of the Toyon or California Holly ( Heteromeles arbutifolia)

remind us of the typical Californian vegetation. Otherwise the

prevailing plants were of the Sonoran or desert region, to which
the palms properly belonged. The beautiful shrubby Pentstemon

Palmeri, and various others of the desert flora, reminded me
very strongly of the slopes of the Canyon Cantilles, on the eastern

(gulf) side of these peninsular mountains.

Farther up this canyon we had been assured that we should

find a different palm from any we had seen elsewhere, but our

informant bore the distinction of being the greatest prevaricator

in the country. We had already learned from experience of his

ability in that direction and did not hesitate to return when we
found our progress impeded by more and more threatening

quicksands, over which a few inches of water quietly flowed to

the ocean— the last of the winter rains.

Our return to the ranch house was even more difficult, as

when we emerged from the canyon again there were no land-

marks visible on the broad plain that bordered the sea and called

by courtesy a valley. Roads there were none, but finally our

horses led us by instinct aright and we found our botanical

treasures safe in camp.

To the south of the Santa Maria the road followed the beach

of the Pacific Ocean. A few plants grew in the sand dunes

characteristic of the region. A new species of Drymaria, the
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interesting Nemacaulis nuttalii, and the showy sand verbena

(Abronia), were particularly worthy of notice.

About ten miles or so south of San Quintin bay we came to

a most peculiar and strange '

' mountain '

' of sand— a hill a mile

in width and some eight miles long, composed entirely of white

drifting sand, at the highest part probably three hundred feet

above the beach. How such a giant sand dune came to be

formed at this spot is difficult to conceive. The surface was

broken up into hillocks and peaks, sometimes surprisingly acute

in outline, with steep walls of sand to windward. The surface,

except at the edges, was devoid of every vestige of vegetation.

A few grasses, identical with some collected on the Colorado

desert, grew in the loose sand at the base of the mountain.

While the surface of this mountain is constantly undergoing

change in outline, yet the mountain itself does not change its

position materially— at least, has not noticeably done so in the

memory of the scattering settlers of the surrounding region of

San Quintin bay.

Not far beyond this mountain of sand another canyon

emptied into the sea, forming a small lagoon at the foot of the

broken mesa lands. Here the Rosario road left the beach and

followed over the rough mesas, with constant interruptions of

deep ravines.

In the canyon near the lagoon a few depauperate sycamore

trees obtained a precarious living, and a few stunted plants of

Washingtonia filifera (the California fan palm) again reminded

me even more strongly of desert regions— though, in fact, there

was scarce anything to suggest other than the aridity of the

country.

Coming suddenly upon a few heads of the semi-parasitic

Pholisma, I was unpleasantly startled at its resemblance to a

rattlesnake. By the way, scarcely a day passed in this entire

region without the destruction of several of these poisonous

reptiles.

This was the last water and feed before reaching Rosario

mission, sixty miles away, and we consequently camped there

over night. The coyotes made merry music for us, and but for

a faithful watchdog we would have watched out the night to

prevent the coyotes cutting our horses loose and scaring them

off— as they had done several times before.
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Our camping ground, we were afterward informed, had

formerly been the camping ground of thousands of Indians,

who, since the advent of the missions, had entirely disappeared

from the face of the earth, but for perhaps a few scattered fam-

ilies that disease is hurrying to the grave. Nothing of their

handiwork now remains — nothing to tell that they once lived

and died.

Sixty miles with a wagon, over a road that is seldom trav-

elled except with pack animals, is not always an enjoyable

experience at the time. The road was alternately passing through

some deep ravine, where pick and shovel were needed, or over

the hard, level mesas, where progress— roads or no roads— is

always a pleasure.

Most prominent in the vegetation for the first thirty miles

were the endless variety of lichens on earth and pebble. Some
were calcareous in character and proved identical with a species

previously only recorded from the plains of Nebraska. The few

stunted bushes of Euphorbia misera or iEsculus Parryi were

often disguised beneath a load of foliaceous species of lichens—
particularly with Ramalina crinite and species of Roccella.

Gradually the road led inland away from the sea cliffs, to a

higher elevation. Agave Shawii then became characteristic,

thousands of the dead plants, dried in rainless years of existence,

concealed myriads of snails of a species that has a happy faculty

of aestivation through months and even years of drouth. And
well they need this faculty in this little belt, some two hundred

miles broad, where the tropics divide from the temperate region.

Some years the winter rains of California reach this section, and

in summer the Sonoran summer rains deluge the country. But

more often both the winter and summer rains neglect all but the

elevated mountain ridge, leaving this but an arid, rainless desert.

Suddenly, without warning; the road leads up to the brink

of a high cliff, down which it takes a straight course to the valley

below. 'Tis the Rosaria valley, and a little beyond, having

safely made the descent, we reach the low, plastered walls of the

ex-mission. The quaint Spanish bells still hang as they did

more than a century ago. The cheap painted images are occa-

sionally honored by the scanty population of mixed races, but
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on the whole there was little to interest one in the pueblo. The
two mission bells were dated 1738 and 1800 respectively. The
old Spaniard in charge of the mission ruins showed us some

old Latin books. Some of the books we brought home with us

were dated away back in the fourteenth century!

A camp beside the sandy creek was preferable to the flea-

infested houses. A dime brought us a foaming pail of milk

fresh from the cows— and a more pleased Indian boy could

scarce be found beside!

The Oppopanax (Acacia Farnesiana) was found growing

near, as I have since found it near every mission that I have

visited. In endeavoring to cut down a tree we learned very

effectually the strong, persistent quality of its perfume, which

was fairly overwhelming.

Our dog found interesting sport at times chasing the festive

coyote— and sometimes the dog was fairly ahead! He never

had a chance to taste Master Coyote, however. A few quail and

rabbits, aside from rattlesnakes and tarantulas, comprised all

the game observed.

May day found us picking the fruits of the Mamillaria cactus,

which in flavor strongly reminded me of the wild wood straw-

berries which I formerly sought in the Green mountain state.

But the water holes on the return trip were fast drying up.

Feed was scarce at best, and our ponies were beginning to feel

the effects of scant rations. So back we put to Uncle Samuel's

ranch, over some four hundred miles of as rough wagon road as

I ever hope to travel.

Up the Rosario valley we found the Giant Cactus (Cereus

Pringlei) and one of the quaintest of curious plants that fan-

tastic pen could describe. The cirio (Fouquiera gigantea) has

been not inaptly compared to a huge inverted carrot, some thirty

or forty feet high!

The wild bees gather sweetness amid its branches. The
deer browse upon its leafless branches— leafless except in the

rainy season. The twisting, smoke-like boughs waved us a

weird farewell as we turned our faces reluctantly yet eagerly

homeward.
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A SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CANYON.

Eastern readers are often puzzled by the meaning of the

word canyon, the name being applied to narrow, shallow valleys,

to gorges with deep precipitous walls, or to what in England

would be called defiles. The mesa lands bordering the coast of

Southern California are broad plains, deeply cut by narrow

chasms that are always invisible to the eye until one stands upon

their very brink. At the bottom of these canyons there is fre-

quently, in springtime, a muddy little stream, but through the

greater portion of the year only sand and water-worn pebbles

and boulders mark their course. The mesas are densely covered

with a growth of chaparral, brush composed largely of aden-

ostoma, rhus, ceanothus and scrub-oak, but large areas are

destitute of perennial vegetable growth, except for the occasional

cactuses and undiscouraged forms of earth-lichens, which lend

color to the landscape.

The canyons, too, are often densely wooded with impenetrable

thickets of manzanita or other growth ranging about breast

high, in which the rabbit and coyote once played hide and seek.

Among the foothills at the base of the Sierras there are

larger and deeper canyons with perennial streams and a ranker

growth of vegetation , often arborescent in character. In one of

these I spent a few hours with a friend in the latter part of

April, and while resting on one of the smoothly-worn boulders

of a dry side-arroyo, I made a few notes which may be of interest

to others.

Thk Trkk Poppy.—The canyon slopes for half a mile around

me were covered with the brilliant lemon-yellow flowers and

pale pea-green foliage of Dendromecon rigidum. The slender,

leafy stem of this shrub bears its wealth of beauty at from two

to six feet above the ground on a level with the surrounding

chaparral. Its flowers are extremely delicate, two to four inches

across, much resembling some forms of the Eschscholtzia. The
pods burst at maturity, making the seed difficult to gather, so

that this shrub has not yet found its way into general cultivation.

It does not tranquilly bear transplanting in the way .shrubs are

usually handled.

Thk YERBA SANTA.— A broad, sticky-leaved variety of

Eriodiction glutinosum, with large heliotrope-purple flowers, was
a near neighbor of the Dendromecon. It was very different from
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the narrow-leaved, white-flowered mountain form of the yerba

santa, sometimes classed as K. angustifolium, more nearly

resembling in aspect the Coast-valley form, formerly known as

K. tomentosum, which has conspicuous broad, light-green,

velvety foliage. At a distance an occasional mountain yucca,

Y. Whipplei, with its magnificent candelabra-like panicle of

creamy white flowers tinged with a rich maroon, lent a tropical

appearance to the canyon slope.

Thk BivUK Cypress.— With the exception of a few syca-

mores growing along the course of the clear mountain stream

running very leisurely through the canyon at this season of the

year, Cupressus Gaudalupensis formed the chief arboreal growth;

but a disastrous forest fire swept over the mountains a few years

ago, leaving only dead and blackened cypress skeletons, to which

the very persistent cones cling with tenacity. Here and there a

cypress thicket had escaped apparently unscathed, and formed a

dark-green relief to the red, sun-baked earth so prevalent through

this section of the state. The blue cypress rarely attains a

height of over 30 feet, more often less than 20. Millions of young

cypress trees have started up along the water-course in this

canyon, with the evident aim to reforest the desolated slopes.

Probably the seed had been retained in the cypress cones for

years for just such an emergency as this, and the fire that

destroyed the parent trees liberated it, thus indirectly repairing

the injury done.

MimuIvUS punickus.—Another elegant flowering shrub which

never fails to excite admiration is the shrubby monkey-flower,

with dark evergreen foliage and rich, brilliant, velvety crimson

blossoms, borne in great profusion. It blooms when less than a

foot high, and under favorable circumstances forms a wide-

spreading bush six feet high, with slender, drooping branches.

The flowers on one bush will occasionally vary from a shade of

buff to a deep crimson— the usual normal color. A smaller

species, M. glutinosus, bears larger, uniformly buff or salmon-

colored flowers.

Pickeringia Montana.—Beside the mimulus in this canyon

there grew a slender bush a few feet high, with light pea-green

foliage. It was literally covered with small pea-shaped flowers

of a dark, rich magenta color. As it is a peculiarly profuse

bloomer, much might be expected from it in cultivation, but I
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do not know of its having yet been introduced into gardens.

The shrub was only from two to four feet high, and was most

abundant on the dryest and rockiest ridges of the canyon slopes.

Cham^batia FoivioivOSA.—A low, rosaceous shrub, at times

scarcely a foot high, with delicately divided, fern-like foliage

and white strawberry-like flowers, was found in considerable

patches, almost monopolizing the ground where it grew. This

shrub, C. foliolosa, might very appropriately be called the straw-

berry flowering bush, but has the far less pleasing common name
of " tar-bush "— from what cause I know not.

Fremontia.—The crowning glory of the canyon at the time

of my visit was the tangled jungle of Fremontia Californica,

then in full bloom. It bordered the slow-running stream for

miles, its beautiful wax-like yellow flowers giving occupation to

millions of bees, and reminding one somewhat of abutilon blos-

soms. Even young plants of the Fremontia are tree-like in

shape, and in cultivation it makes symmetrical flowering trees.

It is also of comparatively quick growth, and the green leaves,

tawny beneath, do not detract from its beauty. Fremontia is

certainly destined to be one of the most popular flowering shrubs

in California. A single tree growing in San Diego county

invariably causes inquiry from every one interested in horti-

culture.

There was beauty enough in this Southern California canyon
at the time of our visit to make us long to repeat it. The wild

white sage, Audibertia polystachia, was just coming into bloom,

and our last look backward showed glimpses of tall lilies growing
beside the water and nodding us good-bye.

*FKUITS ALL THE YEAR ROUND.

a popular and practical synopsis of temperate
and extra-tropical fruits.

Citrus limonium—Continued.

Planting.—Lemon trees are usually planted at a distance of from
twenty to twenty-five feet apart. Seventy or eighty trees to an acre is a
good number to plant. In planting, the lemon tree should receive the same
treatment in handling as the orange tree.

•Copyright, 1891, by 0. R. Orcutt Continued from page GO.
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Soil.—The lemon delights in a sandy loam, but thrives in other soils.

If the stock used is a seedling orange the soil best adapted to the orange
will yield satisfactory returns, and in selecting either the land or the stock

this should receive consideration. The orange, or the lemon, while doing

well on low ground in our valleys, is now generally conceded to do better

on our warmer hillsides and mesas, where freer from frost. The moderat-
ing influence of proximity to salt water, says Wickson, is an element favor-

ing the lemon grower.

Pruning.—Pruning the lemon consists chiefly in forming the young
tree, and in this effort pinching overgrowing shoots will save ;i uch cutting

afterwards, and will check the running out of straggling branches, a habit

of growth to which the lemon is quite prone. Trimming out the head by
renewing weak shoots is also sometimes desirable. (Wickson.)

1. Sicily. Fruit medium size, rind sweet and thin, smooth, tough

and dense; pulp juicy, very acid, solid, of best quality, free from

the astringent taste common to many lemons.. One of the lead-

ing lemons of commerce. •

2. Lisbon. Fruit large and full of acid juice, considered by many as

the hardiest and best for all purposes.

3. Sweet Rind. Fruit very smooth, solid and full of juice; the rind

sweet instead of bitter. Originated in Alameda county.

4. Villa Franca. One of the best known varieties for shipping. Fruit

medium size, oblong, slightly pointed at the blossom end, rind

thin without any trace of bitterness even when green, acid

strong, juicy, practically seedless. Stands a low temperature;

the tree nearly thornless, with spreading and somewhat droop-

ing branches.

5. Eureka. A highly valued imported variety of lemon.

6. Agnes. Originated at National City, Cal., and considered to be of

great merit.

7. Olivia. Another lemon of California origin, and valued at its

birthplace.

8. Bonnie Brae. Originated at National City also, and considered

one of the finest varieties grown.

C. Madurensis. "Called by the natives of the Philippine Islands

'sua'; an exact counterpart of the Lucban (C. decumana), except that the

pulp is red and the juice sweet, with a suggestion of tartness."—Consul

Webb.

C. medica Linne. The citron in the widest sense of the word, includ-

ing the citron of commerce, the lemon and the lime (the so-called species

C. cedra, C. limonium, C. limetta, C. aumia and C. trifoliata belonging to

this section of C. aurantium).

The "jambouree" is a large, coarse variety of citron, produced cheaply

in large quantities in India.

C. nobilis Lomerio. The mandarin orange, a very ornamental species;

the fruit flattened at the ends, red, rind thin, pulp dark orange, juicy and

rich. The thin peel separates most readily from the deliciously flavored
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sweet pulp. There are large and small-fruited varieties of this orange, the

Tangierine belonging here.

The celebrated Japanese sweet orange, flat in form, with skin readily

separating from pulp, belongs under this species. The Kino-Kuni, Satsuma

and Unshiu, are good varieties of the Japanese sweet orange.

C. planchoni Mueller. A noble tree of Eastern Australia, 40 feet high

or even 60 feet, bearing small globular fruit of the size of walnuts ; known
as the Australian native orange.

C tkifoliata Linne. The oranges, though small in size compared
with those in the markets, are exceedingly beautiful. They are, however,

too acid to eat out of hand ; being used as lemons for making a refreshing

and pleasant drink. It fruits freely, and blooms in spring with wonderful

profusion. The blossoms are large, pure white, and impart the same ex-

quisite fragrance as other oranges. In habit the tree is dwarf, upright, and

with abundant, rich, dark green, three-lobed foliage; which remains upon

the tree until after frost, and then falls. So valuable as to well merit culti-

vation for its beauty alone, or for its delightfully fragrant blossoms, which

are produced in greater or less numbers during almost the entire spring,

summer and autumn. Its advantages as a hedge plant are its natural dense

habit of growth and the abundance of its sharp thorns. It is naturally a

dwarf tree and will need but little trimming to keep it within bounds. It

has safely withstood a temperature of 18 degrees below zero entirely unpro-

tected.

Cola acuminata—See feterculia acuminata.

Congo pea—See Cajanus indicus, a vegetable.

Corylus (Cupiliferse)

The hazelnut or filbert, of which many varieties worth culture exist.

As an illustration of the influence of popular taste, a variety of the English

filbert, which is much larger than our native hazelnut, sells better when
offered in the husks. There seems to be no good reason for it, except that

it is supposed to be an English custom to serve them in this form. Other

varieties of the filbert and nuts in general are usually most carefully di-

vested of their outer coverings, assorted to uniform sizes, and even polished

and oiled to give them an attractive appearance.

C. avellana. The European hazelnut.

C. colurna. The Constantinople nut tree, the tallest of hazels, of

rapid growth and attaining a height of sixty feet.

C. heterophylla Fischer. The Japan hazelnut.

Crab Apple.—See Pyrus.

Cranberry—see Vaccinum.

Crataegus ( Rosacea?).

C. azarolus. The Welsh Nedlar, a native of Southern Europe and
AHia. The pleasantly acidulous fruits are much used for preserves.

Currant. The red currant is Ribes rubrum, the black currant is R.
nigrum. R. floridum is another black variety, indigenous to North America.

Custard Applk—see Anona.
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Date—see Phoenix dactylifera

Date Plum—see Diospyros virginianus.

Dewberry—see Rubus caesius.

Diospyros (Ebenacese).

A subtropical fruit belonging to the ebony family.

D. Kaki Linne. The Japanese persimmon is now widely distrib-

uted in California. The tree is hardy, productive and ornamental. With
its large, glossy leaves during the summer, and its high colored fruit cling-

ing to the twigs after the leaves have fallen, it is always a striking tree.

The Japanese names of a few varieties, with descriptions, follow

:

1. Among. Large, round, flattened slightly, orange color.

2. Hachiya, Large, oblong-conic ; dull orange, specked and streaked
;

with firm flesh of a brownish yellow, flecked with red.

3. Hyakume. Said to be the largest known variety.

4. Kurokumo. Large, round, flattened near stem.

5. Masu. Large, of excellent flavor.

6. Minokaki. A large, oblong, high-colored, nearly seedless variety.

7- Tana-nashi. About three inches in diameter either way, very

symmetrical, smooth, translucent skin, and of superior quality.

8. Yeraon. Very productive, of delicious flavor, the commonest and

most valuable variety known

.

9. Zingi. Of medium size, specially valuable for drying.

10. Goshonaki. Fruit flat, medium size, yellowish.

D. Virginianus Linne. Date plum, or American persimmon, Rhode
Island, southward. Foliage large, smooth and glossy, flowers pale yellow,

fruit the size of a crabapple, of a reddish yellow.

El^agnus (Elaeagnse).

E. longipes. "An interesting fruit. The bush is of low-spreading

habit, densely clothed with foliage, and it comes into bearing as quickly as

a red currant. Its yield is simply wonderful, the berries being literally

crowded upon the under side of the branches. The fruit is borne upon

slender stems about an inch and a half long, of cinnabar color, with num-
erous small light gray dots, and about three-quarters of an inch long by

half an inch in diameter. It is tender and juicy, with one large, long,

shapely pointed seed in each berry, but so acid as to render it unfit for uses

as a dessert fruit, but useful for tarts—in fact for all the purposes for which

the cranberry is used."—J. T. Lovett.

Eriobotrya (Rosaceae).

E. japonic a. The loquat, a beautiful evergreen tree native to China

and Japan, was first named by Joseph Hooker, Photinia eriobotrya. It has

received otner names, like P. japonica and Eriobotrya japonica, and is now

generally known under the latter name, though the first has priority.

It is perfectly hardy on the California coast south of Marin county, and

may be grown further north if given slight protection.

[to be continued.]
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ing of their claims in case there should be any

future pension legislation. Such legislation is

seldom retroactive. Therefore it is of great im-
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spend a fortune on delicate experiments before
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of perfection. This delusion the company de-
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j
'the public a clear comprehension < f the fact

'' that it is not the greit, complex, and expensive
inventions *hat bring the best returns to their
authors, but the liitle, simple, and cheap ones—
the things that seem so absurdly trivial that the
average citizen would feel somewhat ashamed
bf bringing them to the attention of the Patent
Office.

Edison says ihat the profits he has received

J

from the patents on all his marvelous inventions
have not been sufficient to pay the cost of his
experiments. Hut the man who conceived the
idea of fastening a bit of rubber cord to a child s

a ball, so that it would come b«ck to the hand
when thrown, made a fortune out of his scheme.
The modern sewing-machine is a miracle of in-

genuity—the product of the toil of hundreds of
t>u*y Drains through a hundred and fifty years,
>ut the whole bril'iant result res's upon the

simple device of putting the eye of the needle

at the point instead of at the other end.

THE LITTLE THINGS THE MOST
VALUABLE.

Comparatively few people regard themselves

as inventors, but almost everybody has been
struck, atone time or another, with ideas that

seemed calculated to reduce some of the little

frictions of life. Usually such ideas are dis-

missed without further thought.

"v*hy don't the railroad company make its

car windows so that they can be slid up and
down without breaking the passengers' backs?"
exclaims the traveler. "If I were running the

road I would make them in such a way."
"What was the man tnat made this saucepan

thinking of?" grumbles the cook. "He never

had to work over a stove, or he would have
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"Hang such a collar button!' growls the man
who is late for breakfast. "If I were in the

business I'd make buttons that would'nt slip

out, or break off, or gouge out the back of my
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And then the various sufferers forget about

their grievances and begin to think of some-
thing else. If they would sit down at the next

convenient opportunity, put their ideas about

car windows, saucepans, and collar buttons into

practical shape, and then apply for patents, they

might find themselves as independently wealthy
a* the man who invented the iron umbrella

ring, or the one who patented the fifteen puzzle

A TEMPTING OFFER.
To induce people to keep track of their bright

ideas and see what there is in ihem, the Press

Claims Company has resolved to offer a prize.

To the person who submits to it the

simplest and most promising inven-

tion, Irom a commercial point of

view, the companv will give twenty-

five hundred dollars in cash, in addi-

tion to refunding the fees for secur-

ing" the patent.

It will also advertise the invention

free of charge.
This offer is subject to the folowing condi-

tions:

Every competitor must obtain a patent for his

invention through the company. He must first

apply for a preliminary search, the cost of

which will be five dollars Should this search

show his invention to be unpatentable, he can

withdraw without further expense. Otherwise

he will be expected to complete his application



and take out a patent in the regular way. The
total expense, including Government and Bu-

reau fees, will he seventy dollars. For this,

whether he secures the prize or not, the inventor

will have a patent that ought to he a valuable

property to him. The prize will be awarded by

a jury consisting of three reputable patent at-

torneys of Washington. Intending competitors

should fill out the following blanK, and forward

it with their application

:

"
, , 1893.

"I submit the within described invention in

competition for the Twenty-five hundred Dollar

Prize offered by the Press Claims Company.
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and the one who helps himself to the best ad-

vantage is to be rewarded for doing it. The
prize is only a stimulus to do something that

would be well worth doing without it. The
architect whose competitive plan for a club

house on a certain corner is not accepted has

spent his labor on something of very little use
to bim. But the person who patents a simple

and useful device ir. the Press Claims Com-
pany's competition, need not worry if he fail to

secure the prize. He has a substantial result to

show for his work—one that will command its

value in the market at any time.

The plain man who uses any article in his

daily work ought to know better how to im-
prove it than the mechanic 1 expert who studies

it only from the theoretical point of view. Get
rid of the idea that an improvement can be too

simple to be worth patenting The simpler the

better. The person who best succeeds in com-
bining simplicity and popularity, will get the

Press Claims Company's twenty-five hundred
dollars.

The responsibility of this company may be
judged from the fact that its stock is held by
about three hundred of the leading newspapers
of the United States.
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